
SERIOUS COST REDUCTIONS THROUGH AUTOMATI-
ON OF NETWORK CABLE PRODUCTION

An internationally active company wanted to transfer production of its network 

cables from a low-wage to a high-wage country. In order to remain competitve despi-

te the move, the logistical advantages offered by the new location would be utilised 

and all existing production processes would be automated.  These included cable 

processing and plug moulding.

For this purpose, the organisation involved in these production changes turned to 

Metzner Maschinenbau, who developed a manufacturing line which fully automates 

several processing stages in the preparation for plug moulding and thereby saves 

wage costs

The prodution organisation placed great 

importance on the manufacturing line being 

able to perform the maximum number of 

processing stages, so Metzner designed and 

produced a fully automated line that can 

unwind, print and  roughen the network 

cables, cut them to length, remove the outer 

jacket, rewind, bind and automatically stack 

them. The material to be processed is unwound 

by a motorised unwinder, supplied by 

Metzner’s partner company Ramatech before 

being passed via a straightener to a thermal 

transfer printer, which prints the cables with 

two QR codes and a serial number. This gives 

the customer the guarantee that, during   

processing, every cable can be identified and 

all alreadyof  completed manufacturing stages  

correctly established.   This re-traceability offers 

real benefits, for example in fault daignosis. 

The cable then passes into a roughening 

station, which lightly grinds the surface to 

ensure improved adhesion for the moulding of 

the plugs.

An AM3550 performs the cut-to-length and outer jacket removal of 

the cables, which are  transported to the winding station and then 

with the help of a gripper to the automatic bundler. This bundler 

winds the cable in accordance with customer-specific requirements 

to form a coil whereby two opposite sides are  bound together so 

that both cable ends protude from the coil by a defined length. This 

particular winding coil pattern is required for the further automatic 

procssing of the material on another machine.

In order to be able to produce the necessary protusion, the Metzner 

development team made modifications to match the software of the 

line. The finished cable coil then passes over a roller train to a collec-

ting container.

For processing shorter cables, the operator can detach the winder, 

including the bundler station from the rest of the line and replace 

them with a material throw-off table, which removes the processed 

network cables.

 

This co-operation with Metzner Maschinenbau enabled the producti-

on company to deliver an individual customer-orientated automation 

solution for the processing of network cables. In this way, by combi-

ning further automation processes in other production areas, serious 

savings in wage costs were made possible. Together with the logistical 

benefits that allow significantly more flexible reactions to customers‘ 

wishes, the local inland manufacture of network cables production 

proved economical for the company, without affecting the company‘s 

competitivity.    
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Four machining operations in one machine: 
stripping, roughening, printing, binding

Automated binding of a cable winder
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SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS

 Constant high product quality 

Low personnel costs through automated processing 

Favourable price-performance ratio by economically costed 

automation 

Material re-traceability of already completed manufacturing 

stages

Cable coils have a specially prepared pattern that is required 

for subsequent automated processing

To suit different material lengths, simple placing of a winder 

and bundler station at the end of the production line 







Automatic cable ring winder with binding unit



SPECIFIC COILING PATTERN OF THE WOUND 
CABLE COILS 

Production line for network cables




